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RESEARCH PRQBLEMS 
With Volume 36 of Discrete Mathematics, a Research Problem Section has 
been established. Problems in this section are intended to be research level 
problems rather than standard exercises. People wishing to submit such problems 
should send them (in duplicate) to: 
Professor Brian Alspach, 
Department of Mathematics, 
Simon Fraser University, 
Burnaby, B.C. VSA 1S6, 
Canada. 
The following should be included: (1) The name of the person(s) who originally 
posed the problem; (2) the name and address of a person willing to act as a 
correspondent; and (3) references and other pertinent information. 
The Editorial Board of Discrete Mathematics invites readers to provide infor- 
mation about solutions, partial results and other pertinent items related to 
problems posed earlier, if possible indicating the source of the information, for 
example papers appearing in different journals, preprints, etc. This information 
will be passed along to readers from time to time in order to keep them appraised 
of the current status of various problems. 
People wishing to provide information about problems that appeared earlier 
should write to Professor Alspach. People wishing to correspond 011 technical 
matters concerning a problem should write to the correspondent. 
Problem 29. Posed by Aviezri S. Fraenkel. 
Correspondent: Aviewi S. Fraenkel, 
Department of Applied Mathematics, 
The Weilmann Institute of Science, 
Rehovot 76100, 
Israel. 
Wythoff’s game and Moore’s nim are two-person games. In the former, two 
heaps of tokens and a positive integer a are given. The moves are of two types: a 
player may remove any positive number of tokens from a single pile, or he may 
take from both piles, say k (>O) fr;om one and I (>O) from the other, provided 
that Ik - I( < cr. The player first unable to move loses, his opponent wins. ‘Yhe case 
a = 1 is the classical Wythoff game [7], reportedly played in China under the 
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name tsianshidsi. See Yaglom and Yaglom [8], Connell [ 11, Fraenkel and Borosh 
133. Silber [6] and Fraenkel [2]. 
In Moore’s nim [S], a number of heaps of tokens and a positive integer a are 
given. A player selects any collection of at most a heaps, and removes a positive 
number of tokens from each heap in the collection. The player first unable to 
move loses, his opponent wins. 
The known results for both games are polynomial characterjations of the 
previous-player-winning (p) positions ,(which are the zeros of the Sprague- 
Grundy function g). Decide whether determining a strategy for the sum (disjunc- 
tive compound) of Wythoff games or Moore’s nim is polynomial or not. To date, 
no polynomial algorithm has been found for computing the g-function for these 
games, which would provide a polynomial strategy for the sum game. A first result 
for Moore’s nim was recently found by Jenkyns and Mayberry [4]. 
What if the player first unable to move is defined to be the winner rather than 
the loser? For Wythoff’s game, the P-positions can be 
interesting way. but the g-function computation seems again 
Moore’s nim? 
I 
characterized in an 
difficult. What about 
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Problem 30. Posed by Aviezri S. Fraenkel. 
Co-respondent: Avitzri S. Fraenkel, 
Department of Applied Mathematics. 
The Vv’eizmann Institute of Science, 
Rehovot 76100, 
Israel. 
A two-person game is iast-player-winning (LPW), if the player first unable to 
move loses, his opponent wins. It is last-player-losing (LPL), if the outcome is 
rever ;ed. It appears that LPL games are in general considerably more complex 
computationally than LPW games. See Grundy and Smith [5], Ferguson [3], 
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Conway [2,Ch. 12& Beriekamp, Conway and, Guy [ 1, Ch. 13) and Yamasaky [t‘d]. 
Restricted families of LPL-games were shown to be polynomial in [3&J. bee 
also [l]. Is there a sticiently restricted family of LPL-games which is NP-hard? 
Try to find a precise ‘borderline’ between NP-hard and polynomial LPL-games. 
Cl1 
I?1 
133 
143 
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Problem 31. Posed by R.A. Brualdi and Li Qiao. 
Correspondent: R.A. Brualdi, 
Department of Mathematics, 
University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, WI 53706, 
1J.S.A. 
Let T, denote a tournament with n vertices. The adjacency matrix of T,, 
denoted A( T,), is defined by letting its (i, j)-th entry be 1 if there is an arc from 
vertex 4 to vertex ui and 0 otherwise. The eigenvalues of Tn are those of A( T,) 
and the spectral radius of T,, denoted p(T,), is the maximum modulus of an 
eigenvalue of T,,. From the theory of nonnegative matrices, p(T,) is itself an 
eigenvalue of Tn. 
(i) What is the maximum spectral radius @,, of n-tournaments and which 
tournaments T, satisfy p(T,,) = &? 
For n odd, it can be proved that &, = &I - 1) and p( T,) = $(n - 1) if and only if 
Tn is regular. For n even, we conjecture that p(T,) = &, only if k” is near-regular 
and that & = p(Fn) where 
A(T") - 
'0 . . . 1 
0 l *. 
0 
l l ., 0 
0 . . . 0 
1 l *. 
0 
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It should be noted that different near-regular T, may have different p(T,,). 
(2) Whaf is the minimum spectral radius & of strongly connected n- 
tournaments and which strongly connected n-tournaments 7” satisfy Q(T,) = &,? 
We conjecture that & = p(‘&) where 
A(fn) = 
0 1 
001.0 
0 0 1 
n , . . 
1 . . . 
. . 1 
0 cl I 1 
‘?he expressicr: [fn][$] in Prcblem 16 (Discrete Math. 39 (1982), p. 344) 
should have been [&I] &j . 
